Achieve career and university success
in the UK with KIC London
Your pathway to City University London
• F oundation Certificate
• Graduate Diploma
• Preparatory English
• Guaranteed progression when you pass at the required level
• Study at City University London, ranked in the top 5% of universities
in the world (Times Higher Education)
• Enjoy life in England’s famous capital city, ranked 2nd in the list of
best student cities worldwide (QS 2012)
• In 2011/12, 87.7% of students who completed their KIC London course
were accepted unconditionally by their host university, and 100% were
accepted unconditionally by a UK Higher Education institution

www.kic.org.uk/pathways/london

Follow us at /KICLondon on:

Achieve career and university success in
the UK with KIC London!
KIC London is your pathway to City University London, ranked in the top 5% of world universities
(Times Higher Education), 4th in the UK for Business (Financial Times) and 10th for Accounting and
Finance (Times Good University Guide 2013). A degree from the University is valued by employers
all over the world, so by studying here, you can embark on your pathway to career success.

KIC London courses give you the academic skills,
subject knowledge and English language ability
needed for successful undergraduate or postgraduate
degree study at City University London. You are
guaranteed progression to the University when you
pass your course at the required level.
Foundation Certificate: prepare for the first year of
an undergraduate degree at City University London.
Choose from the following subjects:
• Business, Law and Social Sciences
• Science and Engineering

KIC London facilities and services
•

•
•
•
•

L ocated in the heart of London, a short walk
to the facilities of City University London,
to which students have access during their
Foundation Certificate / Graduate Diploma
Modern classrooms and computer lab
Spacious, bright common room
Support for academic and other issues
e.g. accommodation, visa renewals
Fun social activities programme

Graduate Diploma: prepare for a postgraduate degree
at City University London. The following subject
options are available:
• Business, Law and Social Sciences
• Science and Engineering
Start dates are offered throughout the year, and
Preparatory English is available if you need extra help
with your English language before beginning your
Foundation Certificate or Graduate Diploma.

Gain a degree from a world-leading university

The city of London
•
•
•
•

Study in the heart of London

•
•


Vibrant
and cosmopolitan, ranked 2nd
worldwide as a student city (QS 2012)
Wealth of amenities, leisure facilities,
visitor attractions and nightlife options
Unrivalled diversity – over 300 languages
are spoken by London’s residents
Rich cultural and architectural heritage,
yet at the forefront of modern technology
Several relaxing green spaces
Direct flights to 160 destinations

To find out more, contact your local Kaplan representative, visit www.kic.org.uk/pathways/london
or email kiclondon@kaplan.com
Information is correct at the time of publication and is subject to change. Published February 2013.

